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Angels Volume I Cosmic Warfare
An Exploration of the Strange and Odd Supernatural
Things in the Bible The Biblical fantasy novel series
Chronicles of the Nephilim has changed the
landscape of Evangelical imagination. Now, author
Brian Godawa shares the Biblical and ancient
historical research that undergirds the novels. For
those who want serious study of the topics of
Genesis 6, the Watchers, Nephilim, Sons of God,
fallen angels, Spiritual Warfare, and the Biblical
Cosmic War of the Seed. The Book of Enoch:
Scripture, Heresy or What? Bonus Chapter. How
influential the ancient book of Enoch has been on
the Church and the New Testament. Sons of God
(Expanded) Are the Sons of God in Genesis 6 angels,
Sethites or divine kings? The Nephilim (Expanded)
This chapter explores everywhere giants appear in
the Bible. Leviathan The notion of a sea dragon of
chaos is universal in the ancient Near East and the
Bible. What is its theological meaning?
Mesopotamian Cosmic Geography in the Bible Did
the Bible writers assume the ancient Mesopotamian
view of a flat earth supported by pillars over an
Underworld with a solid dome overhead? Retelling
Bible Stories and Mythic Imagination Ancient Jewish
writers retold Bible stories to bring meaning to their
world. Gilgamesh and the Bible A look at what the
ancient Epic of Gilgamesh has in common with the
Bible. In Defense of Ancient Traditions The legends
behind the Tower of Babel and Nimrod. The ancient
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book of Jasher. Mythical Monsters in the Bible A
look at mythical creatures in the Bible: Satyrs,
centaurs, Lilith, winged fiery serpents, and Azazel.
Famous Biblical giants. Canaanite Baal and Old
Testament Storytelling Polemics How Bible writers
subverted Canaanite Baal to elevate Yahweh as the
true God. Goliath was Not Alone A closer look at
Goliath. But there are five other giants who hunted
David. And who were the Lion Men of Moab? Jesus
and the Cosmic War Satan as "god of this world."
Christ's war on the Watchers. Christ's descent into
Sheol with victory over the Powers. The Geography
of Hades A look into the underworld as presented in
pagan myths, and the Bible. Gehenna, Sheol.
Angels Volume ICosmic Warfare
DIVBirth Angels is one of the first comprehensive
presentations in English of the 72 angels of the Tree
of Life. Based on the tradition of the Kabbalah, this
inspiring guide invites readers to discover the three
angels that rule the domain of their birth. The book
details the qualities of each angel and provides an
inspiring three-step path for invoking and using their
energies. According to tradition, at every moment a
particular, nameable angelic energy is available for
us to appeal to and receive help from. Birth Angels
shows us how to use this energy. Easy reference,
helpful charts, and a multi-tradition approach will
appeal to readers with diverse levels of interest.
Birth Angels is designed as a daily path for the intent
seeker and as an occasional reference for all who
want to engage their personal angelic allies./div
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Angels Volume II: The Invisible War Chuck Missler
For thousands of years most of us have either had or
still hold to misconceptions, myths, legends, or
traditions about Satan and the 'underworld'. Volume
two of a two part series, this DVD deals with these
and many of the questions you may have such as:
What is Hell, Hades and Gehenna? How do Demons
differ from Angels and what's their limitations and
agenda? What is Satan's origin, agenda and
destiny? What is the Age of Hybrids? How do we
prepare ourselves through Spiritual hygiene and the
Armor of God? Join Dr. Chuck Missler in the
Koinonia Institute Briefing Room at The River Lodge,
New Zealand, breaking through misinformation and
misconceptions about Angels and insights into the
Invisible War.
Luther’s Lectures on Genesis and the Formation of
Evangelical Identity
The Cosmic War
Angels
The Great Controversy
Fallen Angels and the Origins of Evil
A testimonial of a handicapped child finding victory
in life through The Power of the Cross
The Watchers, the Nephilim, and the Biblical Cosmic
War of the Seed
In 40 Questions About Angels, Demons, and Spiritual
Warfare, John Gilhooly provides a biblical and balanced
perspective on the many issues surrounding the spiritual
realm. Using a question-and-answer format, he explains
spiritual warfare, angels and demons, the role of Satan,
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models and practices for spiritual warfare, and topics
related to the occult. Beneficial as a comprehensive
overview or as a reference guide to particular subjects,
this volume provides concise but thorough answers to
many important questions, including: · Do believers have
guardian angels? · Can Christians be demon
possessed? · Are there territorial spirits? · Why and
when did the devil fall from heaven? · What is the role of
prayer in spiritual warfare? · Are there such things as
spiritual curses?
Angels Volume I: Cosmic WarfareFor thousands of years
most of us have either had or still hold to
misconceptions, myths, legends, or traditions about
Satan and the 'underworld'. What is Hell, Hades and
Gehenna? How do Demons differ from Angels and what
are their limitations and agenda? What is Satan's origin,
agenda and destiny? What is the Age of Hybrids? How
do we prepare ourselves through Spiritual hygiene and
the Armor of God?Dr. Chuck Missler breaks through
misinformation and misconceptions about Angels and
provides insights into the Cosmic War.
The art of divination has been a practice of people in
many cultures for centuries. This book will be looking at
occult divination, which seeks knowledge through the
assistance of spirit helpers, mediums, witchdoctors, and
their supernatural agencies. It will seek to expose the
occult craft of conjuration and wizardry illusions
commonly associated with ceremonial magic. The book
is the second part of our cosmic warfare series that we
hope will educate our readers about the nature of the
psychic phenomenon associated with witchcraft, spells,
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fortune-telling, magic, etc. It is a must-read book that will
inform and equip the diligent with lasting deliverance
from the powers of darkness. In our modern society,
many live with the fear of witchery and magical spells.
We believe this material will empower you, first of all,
with the knowledge that will enable you, the reader, to
understand the truth about these occult phenomena and
manipulations. It is a unique book that will teach people
how to use their authority in Christ to overcome the
enemy. All over the world, millions of people desire
assistance from the kingdom of darkness in the time of
adversity. Many Bible students and scholars have
speculated about what happened to King Saul, the witch
of Endor, and the spirit visitors that night. Who were the
spiritual personalities that appeared in that witchery
scene? This book has a narrative about this historic
event that may puzzle your imagination. Divination is the
second volume in a three part series on cosmic warfare
books.
This book will provide you with the doorways to complete
and permanent deliverance, followed by a total victory
over our spiritual enemies. There is the supernatural
power behind the name of Yeshua Messiah that most of
us have yet to discover. The book will teach you how to
use your spiritual authority as a child of God against the
evil forces of darkness in the cosmic system. The book
will show you the seven keys against witchcraft and
demon powers, teach you how to break curses and
setbacks caused by demonic manipulations in many
homes and families. As we all know, our soul's salvation
is a gift from the lord, but this does not negate the
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receiver's free choice. If we must set ourselves
permanently liberated from Satan and his demons, we
need to co-operate with God in his plans and do
according to his will for us. We shall discover some of
the basic strategies, spiritual methods, and techniques to
achieve this freedom through this series. We need to
discover God's will, plan, and purpose for our lives to
succeed as Christians in this wicked world of sin and
evil. Even father Abraham, the father of the Jewish race,
had this problem until he trusted the Lord God before
becoming a success in life. The same is true for many
believers, including the apostle Peter, who once wrote
and said these words from his own experience when he
said: Who is he that will harm you if you be a follower of
that which is good? (1st Peter 3: 13.KJV). You will know
the seven keys against witchcraft powers and break
generational curses that run through family members.
We hope and pray that this unique book will empower
you, the believers, to understand your divine authority
and privilege as a child of God in a way you never
thought possible. It is a must-read book for those
genuinely seeking spiritual breakthroughs in their lives
and families. This book will provide you with the
doorways to complete and permanent deliverance,
followed by a total victory over our spiritual enemies.
There is the supernatural power behind the name of
Yeshua Messiah that most of us have yet to discover.
The book will teach you how to use your spiritual
authority as a child of God against the evil forces of
darkness in the cosmic system.
The Challenge of the Apocalypse
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The Broken Bible
The Great Controversy as a Theodicy Response to the
Evidential Problem of Evil
The Secrets of Humankind by Divine Design, the
Gateway to Mindfulness and Self-awareness (Spiritual
warfare series book 2)
Ancient Secrets to Prepare for the Coming Days
The Mystery of the Godhead
The Origin of Soul; Spirituality, Where does the soul
reside in the body?

In this anthology of recent criticisms aimed
at the reasonableness of Christian belief, a
former evangelical minister and apologist,
author of the critically acclaimed Why I
Became an Atheist, has assembled fifteen
outstanding articles by leading skeptics,
expanding on themes introduced in his first
book. Central is a defense of his "outsider
test of faith," arguing that believers should
test their faith with the same skeptical
standards they use to evaluate the other
faiths they reject, as if they were
outsiders. Experts in medicine, psychology,
and anthropology join Loftus to show why,
when this test is applied to Christianity, it
becomes very difficult to rationally defend.
Collectively, these articles reveal that
popular Christian beliefs tend to rely on
ignorance of the facts. Drawing together
experts in diverse fields, including Hector
Avalos, Richard Carrier, David Eller, and
Robert Price, this book deals a powerful blow
against Christian faith.
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Are you prepared for what is about to happen?
Giants, Fallen Angels and the Return of the
Nephilim will discuss Biblical prophecies of
giants on the earth, the Last Days demonic
plot of engineering genetic hybrids, and what
all of it has to do with Israel and the
Middle East. In this book, you will receive
answers to these questions and more Have
tribes of giants ever walked this Earth? Why
are there massive and precise prehistoric
megalithic structures throughout the world?
Was early man a Neolithic Stone Age caveman
or did he receive knowledge from other
sources? Are aliens actually fallen angels?
Who are the Nephilim, and are they returning
to Earth? Discover how important these
questions are, from both a personal and
global perspective. Read this book and open
your eyes to the dangers that await mankind,
and humanitys only hope.
Martin Luther's lectures on Genesis,
delivered at the University of Wittenberg
during the last decade of his life and later
published by his students, allow modern
readers to view a sixteenth-century professor
engaging his students with the text of
scripture and using that text to form them
spiritually. The lectures show how Luther
attempted to form in his students a new
identity, an Evangelical identity, enabling
them to make sense of the rapidly changing
society and church in which they were being
prepared to serve, primarily as pastors in
the developing territorial churches of the
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Reformation. This study uses the text of the
lectures to outline the contours of the new
identity that Luther laid out through his
exposition of Genesis. They include how
Luther approached and taught his students to
perceive the text of holy scripture; how that
text unveiled for Luther the nature of
Christian life in the world; and how Luther
taught his students to view the past, the
present, and the future of the church and the
world through the book of Genesis. Whether in
the published editions of the lectures the
historic Luther was actually misunderstood or
was transformed in some way into the
prophetic Luther of later memory, the text
reveals the Luther that his students heard
and subsequent generations read.
Is there One God or Three? How does one
reconcile the "One God" of the Sh'ma with the
"Three Persons" of the Trinity? The doctrine
of the trinity has been at the heart of much
theological controversy. The routine
objection is that the doctrine sacrifices
monotheism to "tritheism." But this objection
thrives on a misconception of divine
personality in the image of disparate,
individual, human selves. This type of
rationalistic apologetics, promotive of
trinitarianism on speculative rather than
revelational grounds, regrettably encourages
this misunderstanding. One of the reasons we
suffer such misunderstanding is due to our
relying on "models." Chuck explores the
ostensible tensions between the Old and New
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Testament revelations of the ultimate mystery
of the Godhead. This is a foundational study
for every Christian.
Why Church Fathers Suppressed the Book of
Enoch and Its Startling Revelations
Rules of Engagement to Discern, Disarm, and
Defeat the Works of the Enemy
ANGELS: How To Create A Mind (of Spiritual
Self-Esteem) The Laws of Power For
Supernatural Breakthroughs
Spiritual Warfare in the End Times
A Guidebook on the Ministry of Angels,
Demons, a Legacy Book on Faith, Psychic
Phenomena
The Secrets of Humankind by Divine Design:
the gateway to mindfulness and self awareness
Embracing the Book of Revelation with Hope
and Faith

Since surgeons cannot see a soul inside
the external mortal body, the concept
of spirit-soul becomes incredibly
challenging to most people. The idea
may be difficult to comprehend if one
is a modern materialist who has little
or no belief in spirituality, the
reality of the non-corporeal dimension,
and the existence of angelic beings in
our comic universe. Many people keep
asking what the soul is and whether it
is an object we carry around inside us.
What constitutes its essential nature
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as a rational personality and spiritual
origin, if any? Does humankind have a
soul and inner spiritual life? Again,
what do we know about consciousness,
the nature of immortality, and the
afterlife? Who is the father of spirits
and humankind? This book and the others
in the series will answer some of these
questions and much more for the
readers. The book is in three volumes
because all the facts cannot be made
available in a single book without
skipping relevant details. Therefore,
the author shall present this
information about the human soul-its
origin, nature, and destiny- in three
separate books for easy readability and
a better understanding of the subjects.
We advise you to read the three volumes
as a trilogy series, and finally,
please take what you find useful and
leave the rest. We hope this book will
show you some of the biblical and nonbiblical sources, information about the
spiritual body. This first part shows
you the basic necessary information
about the soul and its origin. We shall
also talk about a spiritualist who has
become a dear friend since his
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conversion from the occult to believe
Yeshua as the Savior of his life. His
testimonies will undoubtedly produce
some expositions about the soul, the
origin of the spiritual self, and the
truth about the dangers of spiritual
travels that perhaps you have never
been told. Finally, we shall be looking
at how to break from soul ties and
obtain lasting freedom from the demons
of the occult using our findings
through experience and research on this
topic. As we shall discover, we have a
spirit-soul that is something far more
significant than the material envelope,
which is our physical form. But this
spirit body is inside of us all, and it
is just one of the many secrets of
humankind by divine design.
The art of divination has been the
practice of many people in several
cultures for centuries. This book will
be looking at some occult divination,
which seeks knowledge through the
assistance of spirit helpers, mediums,
witchdoctors, and their supernatural
agencies. In addition, it will seek to
give us some answers to many of the
challenges of the occult craft of
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conjuration and wizardry illusions
commonly associated with spiritualism,
witchcraft, and ceremonial magic. The
book is the second part of our cosmic
warfare series on angels that we hope
will educate our readers about the
nature of the psychic phenomenon
associated with voodoo, spells, fortunetelling, magic, etc. The God of the
universe gave humankind the free will
and coexistent religious tolerance to
practice witchcraft (or any other
religion). However, since demons and
fallen angels claim to be God, the
Almighty Creator has made it clear that
we must all take responsibility for
whatever we believe, both now and in
the afterlife. Furthermore, each must
coexist peacefully without disturbing
another person (read this divine policy
of grace in Yeshua's parable of the
wheat and the tares in Mathew 13:
24-30). This second book in the series
on angels is a must-read guidebook in
comparative religion. We hope it will
inform and equip the diligent with
information about deliverance from the
powers of darkness. In our modern
society, many live with the fear of
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witchery and magical spells. We believe
this material will empower you, first
of all, with the knowledge that will
enable you, the reader, to understand
the truth about these occult psychic
phenomena and manipulations. Secondly,
the contents of this unique series will
teach people how to use their authority
in Jesus the Messiah to overcome these
enemies. All over the world, millions
of people desire assistance from the
kingdom of darkness in the time of
adversity. Many Bible students and
scholars have speculated about King
Saul, the witch of Endor, and the
spirit visitors that night. Who were
the spiritual personalities that
appeared in that witchery scene at
Endor? This book has a narrative about
that historic event that may puzzle
your imagination.
This book will provide you with the
doorways to complete and permanent
deliverance, followed by a total
victory over our spiritual enemies.
There is the supernatural power behind
the name of Yeshua Messiah that most of
us have yet to discover. The book will
teach you how to use your spiritual
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authority as a child of God against the
evil forces of darkness in the cosmic
system. The book will show you the
seven keys against witchcraft and demon
powers, teach you how to break curses
and setbacks caused by demonic
manipulations in many homes and
families. As we all know, our soul’s
salvation is a gift from the lord, but
this does not negate the receiver’s
free choice. If we must set ourselves
permanently liberated from Satan and
his demons, we need to co-operate with
God in his plans and do according to
his will for us. We shall discover some
of the basic strategies, spiritual
methods, and techniques to achieve this
freedom through this series. We need to
discover God’s will, plan, and purpose
for our lives to succeed as Christians
in this wicked world of sin and evil.
Even father Abraham, the father of the
Jewish race, had this problem until he
trusted the Lord God before becoming a
success in life. The same is true for
many believers, including the apostle
Peter, who once wrote and said these
words from his own experience when he
said: Who is he that will harm you if
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you be a follower of that which is
good? (1st Peter 3: 13.KJV). You will
know the seven keys against witchcraft
powers and break generational curses
that run through family members. We
hope and pray that this unique book
will empower you, the believers, to
understand your divine authority and
privilege as a child of God in a way
you never thought possible. It is a
must-read book for those genuinely
seeking spiritual breakthroughs in
their lives and families.
"Why God?" Everyday this question is
uttered in sorrow, bewilderment, or
anger. This cry is the problem of
suffering. It is also known as the
problem of evil. It asks why a good,
all-powerful God allows evil and pain.
Theodicy is the name of the theological
responses that seek to defend God
against charges of unfairness.
Traditional theodicies have been
accused of intensifying the problem by
claiming that God is justified in
allowing evil because he uses it to
bring about a greater good. This
greater-good approach has been
criticized in more recent times. It
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seems to uncomfortably align God and
evil too closely together. Does God
need evil in order to bring good? This
study explores an alternative stream of
theodicy found in the idea of cosmic
warfare. In this theodicy God fights
evil in its moral, physical, spiritual,
and supernatural forms. This book
explores the world of theodicy and its
cosmic warfare forms. It navigates the
theological and ethical minefields
involved. Building on the idea that God
is in the midst of a great cosmic
controversy, it seeks to further the
conversation and articulates a new
alternative "redeemed good defense."
ANGELS: How to Create a Mind (of
Spiritual Self-Esteem) the Laws of
Power for Supernatural Breakthroughs
Fulfilling Your Life Purpose with the
72 Angels of the Kabbalah
The Nature of Soul; What is the
difference between the soul and spirit?
Eternal Destiny of Soul: What are the
afterlife experiences of the Soul
Angels: How to Create a Mind (of
Spiritual Self-Esteem): Divination
Exposed, King Saul and the Witch of
Endor
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The Christian Delusion
Many have been puzzled for centuries at the biological
creature that science calls homo sapience (humankind).
Most people often question what constitutes man’s true
spiritual nature, which is invisible to our sense of sight.
There is the quest to know what constitutes the mind,
consciousness, the soul, and the essence of our spirit-soul
personality. Many still believe that there may be no
definitive answers which will provide the necessary
satisfaction about this incorporeal essence of the soul and
life of humanity. But how come God made humans the
most advanced biological rational beings on the earth
plane? Our modern sciences have tried to resolve this
great mystery, and they have only successfully unveiled
the mortal body(the outer self) but yet to understand the
inner spiritual nature. The psalmist David wrote many
centuries ago, asking the same significant question that
has plagued humanity throughout time. As King David
reflected upon this unique being (humanity), he asked this
central question: What is man [humankind] that you are
mindful of him, and the son of man that you cared for
him? Yet you have made him a little lower than the
heavenly beings and crowned him with glory and honour.
(Psalm 8:4-5. ESV) How is he a spiritual being
imprisoned in flesh and bones with skin on the outside?
How does his soul consciousness work in harmony with
his body and mind? You may be asking if we are a soul as
an entity or as a material object that we could carry
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around. How does man’s inner spiritual body help him to
relate to the material universe? This book is the second
book in the soul trilogy series, and it is a must-read
resource on the subject of spirituality, mindfulness, and
the nature of the inner human spirit Soul. It hopes to
guide readers to discover the mystery of the inner self and
its relationship to the spirit world.
No book of the Bible evokes as much controversy as the
book of Revelation. Its images conjure fear and dread for
most readers, states Laurin Wenig. In this thoughtprovoking book he offers readers an informed, accurate
and pastoral background for understanding the book of
Revelation, whether one approaches it solo or in a
group.So often, passages and images from the Book of
Revelation inspire fear and dread in most readers. To
counter this the author uses contemporary Catholic
exegesis to help us understand the worldview of early
believers and places the message of the Book of
Revelation in the context in which it was written: for the
edification of readers, not to frighten them. Modern
readers will discover the Book of Revelation in the context
of faith and hope, not destruction.Points of interest:--for
personal reading and reflection.--for parish study groups.
--contains charts, maps and reflection questions.
From the dawn of man we have all wondered: Who's out
there? From the inception of life human's have known
nothing but Gods and angels that hold the very secrets of
life and death. Since ancient times, these awe-inspiring
luminous beings have captivated every population on the
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surface of this planet. Now for the first time, join author
John Chitty as he journeys through an extraordinary
odyssey of entangled science and religion where
extraterrestrial's and angels become one and the same.
Discover the remarkable connection between the
centuries-old UFO phenomenon and angelic beings. After
thirteen years of intensive research, this book is one of the
most extensive literary works exposing startling new
information about UFOs and Biblical scripture ever
compiled. For the first time in the annals of mankind, the
miracles of scripture and future of the human race is
revealed. This controversial yet provocative revelation
will leave you utterly frightened at the alien implications
that may be residing right under our very noses. If you are
intrigued by innovative concepts, prepare yourself for an
exciting yet shocking chronicle exposing the
extraterrestrial pieces of The Broken Bible.
What is spiritual warfare? Who is Satan? How can I resist
temptation and walk in the Spirit? In 101 Answers to
Questions About Satan, Demons, and Spiritual Warfare,
bestselling author Mark Hitchcock will take you to the
ultimate resource for guidance—God’s Word. There,
you’ll find clarity and wisdom in response to questions
such as... Where did Satan and demons come from? What
tactics does Satan use to weaken or deceive us? How can
we use the whole armor of God to protect ourselves from
spiritual attack? What are the keys to overcoming
temptation and walking in the Spirit? Can a believer be
demon possessed? You’ll find this book filled with
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encouragement and hope—it affirms God’s full power over
Satan, and provides you with everything you need to know
to experience victory in spiritual warfare.
Why Faith Fails
Birth Angels
Cosmic Warfare
God at War
Cosmic Codes
The Origin of Satan
Picking up the Extraterrestrial Pieces
The art of divination has been the
practice of many people in several
cultures for centuries. This book will
be looking at some occult divination,
which seeks knowledge through the
assistance of spirit helpers, mediums,
witchdoctors, and their supernatural
agencies. In addition, it will seek to
give us some answers to many of the
challenges of the occult craft of
conjuration and wizardry illusions
commonly associated with spiritualism,
witchcraft, and ceremonial magic. The
book is the second part of our cosmic
warfare series on angels that we hope
will educate our readers about the
nature of the psychic phenomenon
associated with voodoo, spells, fortunetelling, magic, etc. The God of the
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universe gave humankind the free will
and coexistent religious tolerance to
practice witchcraft (or any other
religion). However, since demons and
fallen angels claim to be God, the
Almighty Creator has made it clear that
we must all take responsibility for
whatever we believe, both now and in
the afterlife. Furthermore, each must
coexist peacefully without disturbing
another person (read this divine policy
of grace in Yeshua's parable of the
wheat and the tares in Mathew 13:
24-30). This second book in the series
on angels is a must-read guidebook in
comparative religion. We hope it will
inform and equip the diligent with
information about deliverance from the
powers of darkness. In our modern
society, many live with the fear of
witchery and magical spells. We believe
this material will empower you, first
of all, with the knowledge that will
enable you, the reader, to understand
the truth about these occult psychic
phenomena and manipulations. Secondly,
the contents of this unique series will
teach people how to use their authority
in Jesus the Messiah to overcome these
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enemies. All over the world, millions
of people desire assistance from the
kingdom of darkness in the time of
adversity. Many Bible students and
scholars have speculated about King
Saul, the witch of Endor, and the
spirit visitors that night. Who were
the spiritual personalities that
appeared in that witchery scene? This
book has a narrative about that
historic event that may puzzle your
imagination.
Understand the Battle Before You Enter
It When you think about the end times,
you’ve probably already considered the
rapture, the tribulation, and the
Antichrist. But are you prepared for
the spiritual warfare that is already
escalating around us as we draw closer
to the final days? Now more than ever,
it is essential to equip yourself with
God’s truth so you can stand against
the encroaching darkness. In Spiritual
Warfare in the End Times, bestselling
prophecy author Ron Rhodes powerfully
exposes Satan’s most destructive and
effective tools of spiritual injury—and
the means of rendering them
ineffective. Ron will help you
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understand... the identity, tactics,
and dominion of Satan—and the spiritual
armor God has given you for protection
the pivotal roles the Holy Spirit and
the Word of God play in your spiritual
victory the sheep (Christians) who keep
close to the Shepherd (Jesus) are
safest from the predatory wolf (Satan)
Though Satan will always want to
diminish your capacity to serve in
God’s kingdom, God promises you’ll
never fight him alone. Spiritual
Warfare in the End Times will provide
you with all you need for victory both
now and in the future.
A study of the role of the devil in
biblical and modern times theorizes
that dissident social gorups that
resisted Christianity, such as pagans
and Jews, were typically portrayed as
demons and therefore established as
threats. Reprint. 60,000 first
printing.
The Mystery of Melchizedek Who was this
strange Priest/King that received
tithes from Abraham? (…and administered
bread and wine to him?)How is
Melchizedek relevant to the Messiah of
Israel?Did Melchizedek have a temple
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that predated Solomon’s?Is the Jewish
Kingdom as portrayed in the Old
Testament simply an intermediate
parenthesis within a larger expanse?Why
are the distinctives so divergent from
the enforced separation of the kingship
and priesthood under David?Were the
bread and wine served by Melchizedek
eschatological? Did they embrace the
Cross? (They, too, echo across the
pages of the OT)Was the Lord’s
Communion anticipated in Gen. 14?
Deriving from some very recent
discoveries in Jerusalem (although some
are yet to be confirmed) these studies
may challenge many of the comfortable
traditions that have shaped our classic
Biblical perspectives. Join us as we
explore some fascinating challenges to
our previous understandings of things
that shape our ultimate destiny…
Interplanetary Warfare, Modern Physics,
and Ancient Texts
Unlocking the Secret to Winning Your
Temptation Battles
The Trinity
Angels Volume I
How to Draw (heavenly Peace and Create
Yourself), How to Break Curses and
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Invoke a New Self Divine Authority
Against Spiritual Strongholds a
Guidebook on the Ministry of Angels and
Demons (Cosmic Warfare Series Book 1)
The Secrets of Humankind by Divine
Design, the gateway to mindfulness and
self-awareness (Spiritual warfare
series book 1)
The Devil Wants You!
Spiritual beings populate the stories of Scripture. Angels
singing. Demons infecting. Heavenly hosts fighting . . .
Ignore the armies of God and Satan and you ignore the
heart of Scripture. Ever since the snake tempted Eve in
Eden, we've known: there is more to this world than
meets the eye. In this classic Christmas novella, bestselling author Max Lucado imagines the spiritual
conflict that surrounded the coming of Christ. Surely
there was much. If Satan could pre-empt Christ in the
cradle, there'd be no Christ on the cross. Journey back
in time to the very throne of God ... and witness
firsthand the glory, the wonder, and the battle that took
place on the very first Christmas. E-book bonus content:
An Angel’s Story!
The Biblical fantasy novel series Chronicles of the
Nephilim has changed the landscape of Evangelical
imagination. Author Brian Godawa shares the Biblical
and ancient historical and mythical research that
undergirds the fiction. For those who want serious study
of the topics of the Watchers, Nephilim, and the Biblical
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Cosmic War of the Seed.
Everything you need to know about fighting—and
winning—your spiritual battles Even as a Christian, it
can be difficult to discern the facts about the
supernatural nature of good and evil. How much has
pop culture influenced our ideas about angels and
demons? Why do we as Christians face spiritual warfare
when the Holy Spirit dwells within us? What limits exist
on Satan’s powers? In TheNon-Prophet’s Guide™ to
Spiritual Warfare, bestselling author and illustrator
Todd Hampson gets to the heart of your questions about
spiritual battles, angels, demons, the nature of evil, and
more. With Todd’s signature combination of lighthearted illustrations and thoughtful applications of
Scripture, this guide is both easy to understand and
deeply informative. You will learn to… discern between
cultural myths and biblical facts about the supernatural
recognize the real threats you face while remaining
grounded in God’s truth understand why being ready to
stand against demonic influence is more important now
than ever before The Non-Prophet’s Guide™ to Spiritual
Warfare will give you the resources you need to
champion spiritual battles, while inspiring you to dive
deeper into God’s Word to equip yourself with truth.
There is ample evidence across our solar system of
cataclysmic and catastrophic destruction events. The
asteroid belt, for example, may be the remains of an
exploded planet! The known planets are scarred from
incredible impacts, and teeter in their orbits due to
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causes heretofore inadequately explained. Rejecting the
naturalist and materialist assumptions of catastrophism
forwarded by other researchers, Farrell asserts that it is
time to take the ancient myths of a Cosmic War in the
heavens seriously. Incorporating extraterrestrial
artifacts, cutting-edge ideas in contemporary physics,
and the texts of ancient myths into his argument, Farrell
maintains that an ancient interplanetary war was fought
in our own solar system with weapons of extraordinary
power and sophistication. In doing so, he offers a
solution to an enigma that has long mystified
researchers, disclosing a cause of that ancient war, the
means by which it was waged, and the real nature of the
secret technology behind the ancient “Tablets of
Destinies.” It is all here, folks! The history of the
Exploded Planet hypothesis, and what mechanism can
actually explode a planet. The role of plasma cosmology,
plasma physics (even plasma paleophysics) and scalar
physics. The ancient texts telling of such destructions:
from Sumeria (Tiamat’s destruction by Marduk), Egypt
(Edfu and the Mars connections), Greece (Saturn’s role
in the War of the Titans) and the ancient Americas.
Mystery of Melchizedek
An Angel's Story
Angels, Volume II: The Invisible War
How to Draw (heavenly peace and create yourself) How
to Break Curses And Invoke A New Self
The Redeemed Good Defense
DIVINATION EXPOSED: King Saul and the Witch of
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Endor; the Truth Behind Wicca and Ceremonial Magic
a Guidebook on the Ministry of Angels and Demons SelfHelp on Psychic Phenomena and Invisible Spirit Guides
(Cosmic Warfare Series Book 2)
The Watchers, the Nephilim, and the Cosmic War of the
Seed

Angels Volume I: Cosmic Warfare Adapted from Dr.
Chuck Missler's 6 Hour Angels DVD briefing pack
series. For thousands of years most of us have
either had or still hold to misconceptions, myths,
legends, or traditions about Satan and the
‘underworld’. What is Hell, Hades and Gehenna?
How do Demons differ from Angels and what are
their limitations and agenda? What is Satan’s origin,
agenda and destiny? What is the Age of Hybrids?
How do we prepare ourselves through Spiritual
hygiene and the Armor of God? Join Dr. Chuck
Missler as he breaks through misinformation and
misconceptions about Angels and provides insights
into the Cosmic War.
The Eternal Destiny of Human Life covers the
subject of what happens after humankind departs
from this world. According to the Bible, only two
men have lived on this earth without physical death,
Enoch and Elijah, the prophets. But many religions
and cultures believe in some afterlife. You may ask:
Do humans re-incarnate or roam around as free
spirits in the afterlife? Do people become ghosts of
the dead after they pass to the other side? And if
“yes” or “no,” how do we know this as fact? We may
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have asked ourselves: who are the so-called “dead
people” or “spirit people” seen here on earth during
séances? Are they “actually deceased persons” or
“spirit actors,” or are “the imitators of the dead”?
This volume will help answer many of these
questions in ways that may interest you. It is a
guidebook on the soul trilogy and the physics of
immortality. Again, what constitutes the “tunnel of
light” commonly reported by those who have
experienced near-death phenomena? If you were the
historical Jesus, who came to save the world from
sin, sickness, and satanic bondage, will you not tell
men and women about the afterlife? This book will
reveal some unique information about the eternal
destiny of the soul and the spiritual universe the way
you perhaps have never read in any book. This
material will help readers find some answers to
these questions and much more. It is a must-read
book that covers every aspect of afterlife
experiences. We have looked at the subject from
various Christian, Jewish, mystical, and secular
viewpoints and find where the correct answers are
seekers of truth. Only God knows the ultimate truth
on this subject matter, and his divine authority and
views are what we must all accept because he is our
creator. Now in light of these facts, we must have an
open mind as David Scot said: Truth is never afraid
of the fullest investigation (David Walman Scot)
Say “No” to Satan’s temptations! Are you struggling
with temptation and sin? Do you want to learn how
to resist Satan and say “No” to his temptations? If
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you answered yes, then this book will provide you
with an in depth and insightful understanding of evil
and temptation, and it will ‘unlock the secret to
winning your daily temptation battles.’ Speaking
from his lifelong temptation experience, and with a
solid Scriptural foundation, Dr. Voorn has loaded
this book with real-life temptation examples,
practical applications and a personal temptation selfassessment. This book will help you to: • Learn
about the spiritual warfare that rages around and in
you on a daily basis. • Recognize how and when
Satan will tempt you. • Understand Satan’s ‘Dirty
Dozen’ temptation strategies. • Recognize that your
temptation battles are mind games. • Learn how to
develop a battle plan against Satan’s temptations. •
Know how to engage and resist Satan when tempted.
• Learn how to use your God-given spiritual warfare
battle armor. • Conduct your personal temptation
self-assessment. • Resist and overcome daily
temptations so that you can better serve Jesus
Christ in your journey to God. Now, more than ever,
it is time to deadbolt your spiritual warfare door as
Dr. Voorn advises us. Why? Because the devil does
want you! If you have ever found yourself slipping
into the abyss of temptation or if you have been the
target of others already corrupted by Satan, you
need to read this book. Randy Voorn clearly details
how Satan entangles our minds and teaches us how
to shield his flaming arrows with bullet prayers!
Think about it – bullet prayers – fast, strategic, and
oh so powerful. —From the Foreword, by Dr. Lori M.
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Scrementi, Dean, School of Adult Learning, North
Park University.
Modern Christians are often baffled by the problem
of evil, frequently attributing pain and suffering to
some mysterious "good" purposes of God. Gregory
Boyd instead declares that biblical writers did not try
to intellectually understand evil but rather grappled
to overcome it.
The Bible and Spiritual Conflict
The Angelic Conflict
When Giants Were Upon the Earth
Giants, Fallen Angels, and the Return of the Nephilim
40 Questions About Angels, Demons, and Spiritual
Warfare
The Hardest Course I've Ever Played
Unseen Warfare
This book will provide you with the
doorways to complete and permanent
deliverance, followed by a total victory
over our spiritual enemies. There is the
supernatural power behind the name of
Yeshua Messiah that most of us have yet to
discover. The book will teach you how to
use your spiritual authority as a child of
God against the evil forces of darkness in
the cosmic system.The book will show you
the seven keys against witchcraft and
demon powers, teach you how to break
curses and setbacks caused by demonic
manipulations in many homes and families.
As we all know, our soul's salvation is a
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gift from the lord, but this does not
negate the receiver's free choice. If we
must set ourselves permanently liberated
from Satan and his demons, we need to cooperate with God in his plans and do
according to his will for us. We shall
discover some of the basic strategies,
spiritual methods, and techniques to
achieve this freedom through this
series.We need to discover God's will,
plan, and purpose for our lives to succeed
as Christians in this wicked world of sin
and evil. Even father Abraham, the father
of the Jewish race, had this problem until
he trusted the Lord God before becoming a
success in life. The same is true for many
believers, including the apostle Peter,
who once wrote and said these words from
his own experience when he said: Who is he
that will harm you if you be a follower of
that which is good? (1st Peter 3:
13.KJV).You will know the seven keys
against witchcraft powers and break
generational curses that run through
family members. We hope and pray that this
unique book will empower you, the
believers, to understand your divine
authority and privilege as a child of God
in a way you never thought possible. It is
a must-read book for those genuinely
seeking spiritual breakthroughs in their
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lives and families. It is a must- read
book and this volume is the first in a
three part series on cosmic warfare books.
The Angelic Conflict rages around us. This
is not a world war. This is a war beyond
the world—an invisible warfare between the
forces of Satan and the forces of God.
Ultimately God will win. Long before the
advent of human history, Satan arrogantly
rebelled against his Creator. He wanted to
make himself “like the Most High” and
recruited one-third of the angels to
follow him. God justly condemned Satan and
his fallen angels to spend eternity in the
lake of fire. Satan appealed the sentence,
claiming unfairness—questioning how a
loving God could cast His creatures into
hell. Planet Earth is now the battleground
where Satan seeks to outmaneuver God,
prove the judgment unfair, and foil the
execution of his sentence. Satan will not
suffer defeat without an intense struggle.
God created man to resolve this angelic
conflict. Human volition is the focal
point of the firestorm. Will man choose
God’s grace plan of salvation or follow
the arrogant system of Satan? Through the
freewill decisions of mankind, God proves
to Satan His perfect justice and love
again and again. As believers, it is
imperative we understand this spiritual
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warfare that surrounds us. Satan uses
every ruse at his command to derail and
discredit those who are in Christ. For our
defense, God has provided an overwhelming
advantage in a powerful suit of spiritual
armor. With it we can withstand the
“flaming missiles of the evil one” and
become heroes in the invisible war. God is
glorified as we lock shields and stand
firm on His power and Word.
The Hardest Course I’ve Ever Played is a
true story of the author’s life, using a
theme of playing an extremely difficult
golf course in a professional tournament
to parallel with the challenges of living
life, from birth, with a physical
handicap. This journey takes the reader
through all the many and different
emotions experienced in each storyline
while using scripture to provide hope and
encouragement needed to overcome any
challenges faced. From being born
different and living with a physical
handicap to overcoming loneliness,
depression, bullying, and more, God’s word
provides the blueprint to conquer them all
and be successful. Although the title is
“golf-themed,” this golf professional
turned inspirational author builds up The
Hardest Course I’ve Ever Played to be the
course of life. From dealing with the
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hardships and pain of living with birth
defects, solitude, to a broken family,
this unlikely story of success can be
enjoyed and related to by golfers and
nongolfers alike. The up-and-down emotions
experienced by highly skilled golfers
navigating a difficult course amid a
competitive game of golf are not any
different than the rollercoaster of
emotions experienced by watching your
favorite football team or watching your
child grow or play in any sporting event.
We also all share commonalities when it
comes to navigating life, as we all will
experience times of loneliness,
depression, good times, and bad. For those
navigating through life with a disability,
however, there is a different level of
challenge to the navigation. Whether you
need hope to overcome a physical or mental
disability, in a position to share a
message of hope with someone facing
challenges, or if you are searching for
that peace and hope that only Jesus Christ
can provide, The Hardest Course I’ve Ever
Played is a true story to draw inspiration
from and successfully navigate life.
Beginning with the destruction of
Jerusalem and continuing through the
persecutions of Christians in the Roman
Empire, the apostasy of the Dark Ages, the
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shining light of the Reformation, and the
worldwide religious awakening of the
nineteenth century, this volume traces the
conflict into the future, to the Second
Coming of Jesus and the glories of the
earth made new. In this concluding volume,
the author powerfully points out the
principles involved in the impending
conflict and how each person can stand
firmly for God and His truth.
Alien Encounters
101 Answers to Questions About Satan,
Demons, and Spiritual Warfare
ANGELS: How to Create a Mind (of Spiritual
Self-Esteem)
I, Jesus: An Autobiography
The Non-Prophet's GuideTM to Spiritual
Warfare
How to Create a Mind (of Spiritual SelfEsteem) The Laws of Power for Supernatural
Breakthroughs
"Did rebel angels take on human bodies to
fulfill their lust for the “daughters of
men”? Did these fallen angels teach men to
build weapons of war? That is the premise
of the Book of Enoch, a text cherished by
the Essenes, early Jews, and Christians
but later condemned by both rabbis and
Church Fathers. Elizabeth Clare Prophet
examines the controversy surrounding this
book and sheds new light on Enoch’s
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forbidden mysteries. She demonstrates that
Jesus and the apostles studied the Book of
Enoch and tells why Church Fathers
suppressed its teaching that angels could
incarnate in human bodies. Fallen Angels
and the Origins of Evil takes you back to
the primordial drama of Good and Evil,
when the first hint of corruption entered
a pristine world—earth. Contains Richard
Laurence’s translation of the Book of
Enoch, all the other Enoch texts
(including the Book of the Secrets of
Enoch) and biblical parallels."
Your everyday guide to discerning and
destroying the works of the devil Few
Christians are aware of just how many dayto-day struggles are actually the work of
demonic powers, bent on keeping them from
their divine destiny. Jesus has given you
all that you need for victory, but to walk
in the fullness of your spiritual
authority, you must learn to discern,
disarm, and destroy the works of the
devil. In this manual for spiritual
warfare, seer, prophet, and bestselling
author, Hakeem Collins goes beyond basic
teaching to offer revelatory training and
unique spiritual insight on overcoming the
powers of darkness in your daily life.
This powerful book will help you Gain a
deeper understanding of spiritual warfare
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and its impact on your daily life.
Discover the rules of engagement for the
spiritual battles you face every day. Grow
in the spiritual gift of discernment, to
detect places in your life where the enemy
is at work. Achieve victory on the
battlefield of the mind. Learn about
generational curses in the Bible and gain
practical insight on breaking family
curses. Break free from ungodly soul ties
and harmful patterns from your past.
Incorporating prophetic impartation,
powerful prayers, and activations, this
resource will empower you to stop
wrestling with the devil, and start
demolishing his works in your life
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